Table Series

Floral™, Enable™ and Tablet tables.

Design and ergonomics work seamlessly in the Enable Table Series (cover). By attaching the E-Z Lift Height-Adjustable Tablet, wheelchair users can enjoy their own table surface adjusted to the perfect height. This convenient feature provides people with limited mobility an opportunity to prolong their independence, making mealtimes and recreation more pleasant and manageable.

The Floral table (above) captures both design and ergonomic function. The surface design was created to allow for interaction and socialization of clients who are dependent on the caregiver during mealtimes and activities. The Floral table’s soft inward ergonomic curve at each corner allows the caregiver to position their body comfortably reducing awkward postures, strain and injuries while performing their job.

Above: GCF-48L table shown in Tiger Maple (W820) with Toast (TOA) metal legs. GC3616W seating shown in Momentum Elevate, Ecstatic (YDJ2) and Maple (AVM) wood finish.
A comfortable Activity / Dining solution that brings everyone together.

The Tablet table (above) is a unique solution providing a dining/activity room table for everyday use, with the ability to easily add a fixed Tablet extension. The Tablet provides a table surface and extra leg room for wheelchair users allowing them to join mealtimes or activities and sit with friends or loved ones comfortably.

Above: GHAMTL table with GC3-NUGH Tablets shown in shown in Tiger Walnut (W819) with Black (BLK) metal legs. GC3616W seating shown in Momentum Elevate, Ecstatic (YDJ2) and Tiger Walnut (TWM) wood finish.
Features

Floral table functionally designed curved corners.

E-Z Lift Dual Arm Tablet is height adjustable for Enable Table Series.

Fixed Height Tablet for dining tables allows extra leg room for wheelchair users.

Predrilled inserts allow fixed tablet to be added or removed as needed.

Metal Legs are standard for extra durability.

1.5” height adjustment glides.

Cover: GCHAMTL table with GC3-DATH Tablets shown in Tiger Walnut (W819) with Black (BLK) metal legs. GC3616W seating shown in Momentum Torque, Tropicalia (YDA8) and Tiger Walnut (TWM) wood finish.

This brochure provides an overview of the key features and benefits of the GLOBALcare product. For a full list of products available, including specifications, fabrics and finishes, please visit www.thinkglobalcare.com. Please refer to our GLOBALcare binder for pricing inquiries or contact your local GLOBALcare sales representative.